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Abstract
A Greenhouse Operations and Management course designed specifically to serve the
needs of horticulture students at an institution of higher learning has transitioned teaching
philospophy to additionally serve any student with a potential use of a greenhouse in instruction,
community outreach, research, extension, early childhood development, and thearapy. Through
the Peer Review of Teaching Project, the course is explored, analyzed and redeveloped with
intentional purpose.
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Peer Review of Teaching Portfolio for HORT 306: Greenhouse Operations & Management
BENCHMARK MEMO ONE
My target course is a junior-senior level course taught principally to horticulture
production in the Agronomy and Horticulture department and education majors in Agriculture
Leadership, Education, and Communication. This course has the potential to benefit students in
other areas but currently lacks understanding of content and value to support diverse career
objectives. Students that enroll in greenhouse operations and management have a single
prerequisite of taking plant science and an associated lab focused in either agronomy (AGRO
132) or horticulture (HORT 133). Students have varying backgrounds, often aware of
agriculture but removed from the practice of growing of plants as a hobby or for the family farm.
This is not a construction or engineering course but benefits those students having foundational
technical and spatial competencies. The uniqueness of this course is the merging of two
disciplines, plant science and construction/building management. A common theme that does
connect students in this course is the “visible” interest of plants in a greenhouse and the potential
for using greenhouses in their career path.
Course Description
Greenhouse Operations & Management is a course that has historically been taught in the
horticulture discipline due to the uniqueness of the plant growing environment and serving as a
tool that aids in the precision of growing plants for food, enjoyment, education, and research.
This course is one that can be found being taught at numerous agricultural/horticultural
institutions across the nation, typically using content framed from two leading textbooks.
Student enrollment in the course at the University of Nebraska was low until recent years as
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students did not understand how this course connected to their program of study, often seen as a
stand-alone subject.
Teaching duties were shifted to me in 2008 as I previously worked in industry and
professionally managed institutional greenhouses for many years. The course was only offered
on alternating years, but when I began to offer it each spring semester in 2008, have consistently
maintained student numbers over 17, and the last three years have had 22-27. This is not
reflective of an increase of departmental student numbers but through increased marketing of the
course to other departments in how the content applies to their areas of study. As students have
enjoyed the content and practical applications developed in the course, they have shared with
their peers and aided in student enrollment into the course.
Enrollment Demographics
Students taking this course principally include; horticulture production, vocational
agriculture education, early childhood education, agronomy, and natural resources. Students are
typically junior and senior level and have improved maturity and discipline, often self-motivated
when the topics can be tied into their career path. This course is not required by the department
horticulture major but is a “select from” course in the production management grouping. It is
important that the content is appropriate, applicable, and interesting as students have other
courses that can be selected other than this one. It is estimated that only 30% of the students that
take this course are majoring in agronomy and horticulture and that nearly 50% are in ALEC or
agricultural economics, often having a minor in horticulture given previous experiences the
students have had with me in the introductory course, HORT 133 Horticulture Plant Science Lab.
Students in the education have found this course to provide value to their future in STEM related
science education. Teaching standards are changing to include more application in education and
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less emphasis on testing. As these standards are implemented, teachers will need to understand
how the subject matter in this course can aid them in their educational programs, as well as, they
may become school team leaders and must understand how greenhouses function for support of
other educators in their schools.
Greenhouse Operations & Management has a single pre-requisite of plant science and an
associated lab. Given the uniqueness of the content and the diverse nature of application of the
knowledge taken from this course, students taking this course do not have a common foundation.
The goal of the instructor is to provide content in an understandable way that students can apply
in any career direction they head. Students will not become proficient from taking this course
but have enough usable information that they can continue to explore, investigate and make
educated decisions related to greenhouses and their use.
Students are not required to take this course as it is not considered as essential knowledge
for all going into the agricultural field. It is enhanced knowledge that supports education and
science related fields, however, will become more critical with future production challenges
associated with climate change and increasing global population. The University of Nebraska is
uniquely prepared with innovative research and outreach programs to address these emerging
challenges. The knowledge gained from taking coursework in greenhouse operations can benefit
both those that direct/coordinate and those that use them.
Course Goals
Key concepts students should take away are the applications of greenhouses and how
they are designed and operated to optimize plant growth for intended use. Foundational is
understanding structural components, styles and site selection/development to result in a highly
functional facility. Since the purpose of a greenhouse is to create an artificial environment,
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students must understand the equipment and control systems used to do so and concepts
associated with managing plant growth through manipulation of these environmental tools.
Students should be aware of adaptive and assistive tools and equipment for greenhouse
specialization and optimization. Through this knowledge, efficiencies can be employed for
profitability, or, for appropriate use by those using the facility for support of services in a safe
and consistently reliable outcome. Students must have an understanding of plant production
methods and interactions with, and management of, biotic and abiotic factors that can affect final
plant product or outcome. This is because not only do greenhouses bring benefits to plant
production, problems can be exacerbated in this closed production system. Greenhouses are a
significant investment, both in development and the continued operation thereof. For this reason,
students must have the ability to integrate business decision making with choices in greenhouse
design, operation, equipment selection, and production and understand the value of the product
to return on investment, either monetarily or through impacts. This knowledge will aid them in
future careers to make educated decisions related to development and management of
greenhouses.
Rationale for Course Selected
This course was chosen for peer review portfolio because of the diverse background and
pathway the students have taking this course. There are many students that take this course
without intention of the value of the content but more of they heard it was fun or they liked the
instructor. Though it is great for marketing, students need to better value the knowledge gained
from this course and the potential application for emerging careers and to address global
challenges. This is not a memorization course but one in which base knowledge must be
understood so that decisions can be made and used to address needs or problems. Students need
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to move beyond content surface and understand the integrative nature of the decisions that make
on the outcomes of using greenhouses for any purpose. My intention is through this peer review
that content will be appropriately presented in an organized format. Students need to understand
the course objectives and that the described student outcomes will benefit them for their future
career.
Objectives and Purpose of the Portfolio
The purpose for developing this peer review in teaching portfolio was specifically for
professional development. I chose this course to work with as I have taught it multiple times and
feel it has more potential and application than what is presently perceived. Through the exercise
of building a well-intended content framework and development of a clearly identified syllabus,
it is hopeful that my teaching of this course will be personally rewarding in the observation that
students will significantly be impacted through gain of knowledge in this particular area of
interest. The goal is that what I learn from completing this activity, I can use for my newly
developed hydroponics course, as well as for rejuvenation of other courses I teach.
The experience of focusing on the systematic and intentional construction of a syllabus
will aid in my mentoring of colleagues and exhibit self-improvement through my annual review.
There is value in completing this peer review at this time as the Department of Agronomy and
Horticulture is redeveloping the entire curriculum, moving away from prescriptive for specific
majors and more towards development of a common major with areas of emphasis. By clearly
identifying course objectives during this peer review process (Appendix A), the greenhouse
operations & management course will become more transparent to a much broader audience and
potentially expand course enrollment in the future.
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BENCHMARK MEMO TWO
The purpose of memo two is to present the pedagogy of meeting student course goals and
the rationale behind the methods employed. The format of instruction and materials are outlined
and then framing of the various student engagement activities are presented, providing
connection to the course outcomes they support. This section concludes with discussion on how
the purposeful teaching approach supports student comprehension for application in progression
towards continued learning or to profession.
Teaching Methods
The course is taught in a hybrid approach using distance for content dissemination and a
resident engagement (laboratory) meeting session. The revised syllabus developed through the
Peer Review of Teaching Project (PRTP) is provided in Appendix B. Topical content and lecture
dissemination occured through the Canvas platform, organized in modules that are viewable
sequentially throughout the semester. Students have follow-up assignments that require
understanding of the topical information (lecture, reading, video presentations, surveys and/or
census data). The assignments parallel situations applicable to industry, education, or research.
Engagement sessions meet once per week for a 110-minutes per session. The format of
each session begins with limited topic summary(ies), discussion on assignments given for that
week, and an exploratory activity/tour/interaction for a majority of the session. The in-class
activity is not graded but credit is given for participation. The online assignment may be a
detailed examination of the topic and extended with supporting information as appropriate from
previous topics to validate continued learning and elevation of proficiency.
Course Activities
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Activity assignments typically align with some aspect of the industry to elevate necessity
of content understanding. The assigned activity has a central theme with focused content,
however, supporting information must be gleaned from provided links to published articles,
summary & census data, or other professional sources. The goal is for students to learn how to
access information to aid them in their profession. The following are a few examples;
1. Greenhouse analysis reports. Students are to provide details in the structural design and
methodology of the modified/controlled environment. The additionally will consider the
intended use, critique functionality, and provide support or recommendation for that
observed. The written report is developed from collecting information using a uniform
analysis sheet.
2. Worksheets. Students will have questions to answer that will verify they comprehend
specific content. These are framed around foundational concepts that must be understood
to be threaded into other course submissions, such as support for decisions made in
reports, supporting topics in analysis reports, or in detailed projects (poster presentation).
3. Illustrations and supportive summary. Similar to worksheets however require students to
illustrate a conceptual plan and provide information that would demonstrate the strategy
of the design, approach to remedying a situation, or providing numeric value to the idea.
4. Detailed report and poster presentation. Students explore an area of personal interest and
develop a detailed report that frames need, vision, approach, support, and potential
outcomes. To support that written, a poster is developed as a visual aid providing a
persuasive presentation to governing agencies, board members, community, or financial
supporters.
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5. Formative evaluations. Instructor observes student attempts to using various scientific
tools, equipment, or methodologies in use of this system or scientific investigation of
plant production. In addition, cursory evaluation of the quality of student interaction and
feedback to questions.
Materials & Content Used
Textbooks are not used as the primary source of information, however, specific content is
referred to as appropriate and students have the option to purchase the text. Information is
presented through a Canvas module format that includes three components.
1. Learning guide. This is a concise listing of pertinent information that the student is
expected to know for the specific content. Learning outcomes are detailed, science
literacy/vocabulary, specific details and explanations, description of the purpose of the
knowledge and where found, and additional resource links or PDF files.
2. Lecture content. These are provided either as a voice over PowerPoint presentation or a
written discussion that connects video topics available from souces publically available
from industry/extension/education. Specific links may direct the student to industry
content, published articles or government summary/census data or collections. Content
is developed around specific concepts the student must understand and draw upon.
3. Assignment. Each module will have a connecting assignment. The assignment may be
direct use of the learned information or by understanding the concepts explored, the
student will have a higher level of thinking capability and make informed decisions with
strong validation of rationale.
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It is intended that the content presented will provide explanation as to how the industry is
where it is of the time, however, frame the needs of the future and what is available now, where
improvements are needed, and development needs.
Equipment and tools used by the students are typical of those in industry. The
understanding of how to these tools provides a foundation to the student to understand the need
for more specialized equipment to build precision and efficiency in the industry. Highly
specialized equipment are cost prohibitive and not practical for educational purposes. Videos
made by the instructor or available from industry will be used to demonstrate what is used in
highly efficient systems.
Rationale
Methods of evaluation are developed to support outcomes of the course and to strengthen
comprehension and retainment. Due to the wide audience that takes this course, the content is
provided to explain products, designs, and methods generically. The student then can connect
this to an individual area of interest. The topic of the final project is individual choice but the
development of such requires understanding of each concept presented throughout the course.
Linkage to Curriculum
Written and oral communication, science literacy, and the use of data for decision making
are key learning outcomes established by the curriculum committee in the Department of
Agronomy & Horticulture. Teaching approach, activities, and projects each align will one or
more of these outcomes. It is with the intent of the instructor to move beyond teaching content
but aligning content with purpose for student educational pathway to career success.
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BENCHMARK MEMO THREE
A major outcome of this course is for the student to be able to recognize through
observation greenhouse design, distinguish external cladding (covering) and interpret specific
features that affect its application. This information then should be able to be translated to
unknowledgable individuals to appraise, justify or argue use and needs of the greenhouse of
interest. Three assignments were used to evaluate student progression of understanding through
the semester (Appendix C);
•

Week 2- Greenhouse Structure- Interpretative response of an image of a greenhouse

•

Week 8- Research Greenhouse- Observational site visit with manager queiry opportunity
and summative response worksheet

•

Week 15- Greenhouse Assessment- Existing greenhouse operation that is presently
available for purchase showing description and multiple images to be assessed for
greenhouse design and condition, SWOT analysis, and recommendations to potential
buyer

Student Analysis
There were thirty-three students taking the course during the semester, of which three
were selected to demonstrate student outcomes as emerging, satisfactory, and skilled in their
understanding and usage of the course content (response samples shown in Appendix C).
Students selected were self-identified as female and of senior status in their academic careers
within the College of Agriculture and Natural Resources, majoring in either Vocational
Agriculture Education or Horticulture production. These three students were selected given
similarities in individual background, educational pathway, and identified gender.
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Student A- At completion of this course, this student was identified as “emerging”in content
understanding.
This particular student had attendance problems the duration of the semester however
indicated improvement in participation as the semester progressed. Their first assignment
was turned in 18 days late. Response (WK 2) identified highly visible components and
provided simple explanation to purpose of key features. For the second assignment (WK
3), the student framed the discussion around important concepts related to the topic but
lacked depth or was incoherent. The final assignment (WK15) did indicate improvement
in knowledge as specific terminology in discussion was appropriate and provided some
rationale and supporting information to value of features. It is likely that this particular
student has a higher sense of understanding of the course content but will have limited
retainment and use of the information.
Student B- This student completed the course with a “satisfactory” understanding of content.
This student was diligent in attendance and in submission of assignments, asked
questions and was involved in discussion. Responses for the first assignment provided
not only identification of key features but provided specific rationale for the value of the
item. The mid-semester assignment (WK 8) was an interpretive assignment in which the
student focused on a concern of the greenhouse operation, however, it was not of the
highest priority/interest. They were not incorrect but their take-away was a bit suprising.
In the final assignment (WK15), this student did identify key features, providing
justification and interpretation of what was present with general recommendations for
future of facility. This student likely ended the course having high content knowledge
but limited in their ability to apply this knowledge with confidence.
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Student C- At completion of this course, this student was “skilled” in content understanding,
interpretation and application of this knowledge.
This student was diligent in attendance, submission of assignments, asked questions
outside of class meetings, and engaged often within class discussions. Responses to the
first assignment (WK2) provided both key feature identification and interpreted purpose
and value for its use. The response provided in this first assignment indicated that the
student reviewed and explored further the information provided. The second assignment
(WK8) required the student to interpret the reading assignment and apply that knowledge
to the site visit. They were able to observe, identify and formulate a strong summary
response, identifying important aspects of the greenhouse facility for intended purpose.
This was exactly the intention of this assignment and they did a great job in doing so.
The student continued to excel as exhibited by WK15 in their final analysis, not only
identifying multiple features but attempting to interpret value and concerns appropriately.
This student likely will have a lasting understanding of the course content and be able to
apply this knowledge to career experiences in the future.
Student Analysis Discussion
This semester brought an interesting challenge to this focus course for the PRTP due to
the Covid-19 global pandemic. In reflection of the intent of this course, the three assignments
presented here were representative of gaining insight as to how the students understood the
content and their change of behavior during the semester. The first eight weeks of the semester
were taught in a hybrid approach, with content presented distance and in-class as engaged
learning sessions. This was helpful given the final seven weeks were presented in a distance
only format due to closure of the university facilities. Students had the previous discipline for
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preparation as there were no in person lectures given. To maintain student engagement in light
of the transition to distance, feedback content became more specific to each student, as well as,
generalized feedback was given through video presentation to the entire class. Though students
expressed a sense of confusion and numbness due to the uncertainty of the health situation, the
content delivery remained stable with elevated feedback and it doesn’t appear as it greatly
affected student assignment submission and tracking over the course of the semester.
Table 3-1. Assignments used for evaluating student competency skills for industry.
Week
4

Title
GH Site
Development
Plan

5

Production
Planning &
Income

6

Greenhouse
Heating Need

7

Innovative
HVAC Proposal

8

Chrysanthemum
Programming

9

Determination of
Plant Unit Cost

Description
Develop a plan for a hydroponic lettuce production
facility serving the Omaha & Lincoln restaurants
and specialty markets with initial size of 12,000 ft2
and final operation of 48,560 ft2
Production space within a newly constructed 30’x
48’ gable style greenhouse is designed for
maximum efficiency meeting an identified product
proportion. Production scheme is justified and
profitability is calculated
Surface areas of the same size gable style
greenhouse with defined surface area coverings
and climatic considerations are used for calculating
the size of heating equipment required. Data is
variable based upon contributing circumstances
selected by student and requires justification for
final selections
Students are considered to be consultants for a
greenhouse project envisioned to be developed in
an environmentally and community conscious
way, specifically looking at innovative heating,
cooling, and control methods.
An identified date for potted chrysanthemums to
be marketed is given and students must create a
production plan and supply order to meet the target
date
Resources, costs, supportive data and calculation
tools are provided for students to identify cost per
unit of a product grown and evaluate that against
interpreted data from the online USDA
Floriculture Survey tools that are available on an
annual basis

Skills
Identify land area according to infrastructure criteria that
support operations and market. Create a master plan,
identifying key components necessary for staged
development.
Space usage and visualization, time and motion,
production considerations in relation to environmental
evaluation, mathematics, and budgeting.
Interpret charts and tables, mathematics, evaluate options
and rationalize optimal to budgetary and maintenance
considerations.

Draw upon knowledge base and application to creatively
address a challenge/problem that meets the needs of both
plant production and environmental/sustainability
concerns for the future.
Interpret and apply production information resources
available from professional/industry, align production
methods with time of year utilizing specialized
environmental regulation tools found in industry.
Identify individual costs through the use of online tools,
simple arithmetic, and decernment of applicable costs
from a list to determine actual cost, retail cost and
compare to competition

Class Assignment Analysis
Six assignments were selected to explore class behavioral change prior to the Covid-19
transition to the distance only format that began on week nine of the semester. The context of
these assignments are specifically related to knowledge and skills expected for individuals using,
managing, or owning a greenhouse, however, are not directly related to one another (Table 3-1).
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Greenhouse operators must be able to observe, identify, plan, create, evaluate, calculate, adjust,
and innovate, collectively being broad in skill set showing the ability to manage and delegate.
Through planning of the PRTP, these skills clearly emerged as an area previously never
evaluated in this course, previously graded only as participation points that did not measure
student capability.
Class Assignment Discussion
Students had two types of assignments given for each module (weekly) throughout the
semester. The first group of assignments were of lower order learning objectives, such as
remember, understand, or apply, straight forward concepts taught or discussed in class (as
framed by Bloom’s Taxonomy). Grading for these assignments typically were completion points
and feedback was primarily providing the correct answer with an explanation or directing the
student to resources. The second assignment type required the use of multiple information and
resource types (as shown in Table 3-1) to apply higher levels of learning objectives (analyize,
evaluate, create). Grading of these assignments were more involved as the student could
approach the answer in multiple ways but had to validate their reasoning. Flexibility was given
in the method of presenting their information to additionally assist in development of their
writing professionalism. Appendix D exhibit written samples from this type of assignment,
noting how use of terminology and support of statements provided insight to student application
of gained knowledge. Appendix E is an example of a student submission in determining the cost
of a product based upon a collection of expenses and target profit margin and using sourced
information to evaluate their retail cost to other areas.
Grade trends for higher learning assignments are shown in figure 3-1 for the class for the
period from WK 4 through WK 9. These weeks were specifically explored given the student
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would have established an understanding of the class format by WK 4 and have a knowledge
base to work with. The last measurement on WK 9 was at the point in which the class was
disrupted due to the Covid-19 global pandemic and transition to distance only that gave concern
student submissions would not be representative of their usual effort.
Figure 3-1. Progression of grades from WK 4 to WK 9 for higher learning module assignments.
Missing assignmets were not included in the analysis.
Class Progression Analysis for Graded Submissions
35
30

30
27.13

30
28.72

24
20

30
29.53

30
29.29
26

25
20

30
28.94

30
28.65
25

22.5
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Max
Average
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5
0
WK 4 GH Site
Planning

WK 5
Production
Plan

WK 6 HTG
WK7
WK 8 Mum
Calculation Innovative Htg Program

WK 9 Plant
Unit Cost

Analysis of grading trends
Students varied greatly in attendance, attentiveness, and effort at the beginning of the
semester. The course format was such that the student must prepare prior to attending the inperson engaged-learning session to fully understand and participate in the discussion, activity, or
site visit. Some students immediately adapted and showed excellence in their assignment
submissions, however, there were others that initially did not apply themselves for various
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reasons and were challenged in participation and completing assignments. It is evident through
the short five week time period shown in Fig. 3-1 that students who submitted work exhibited
improvement in effort. The class average moved slightly as there were a collective group of
students that were highly motivated. Ultimately, the figure indicates development of student
camaraderie and higher effort by all.
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PORTFOLIO SUMMARY
The PRTP provided a great opportunity to explore the present condition of this course
that I had taught for more than ten years. The online platform was remedial when I started
teaching and I used it primarily for disseminating assignments and entering grades. Over time
the distance platform developed many tools that I attempted to use, thinking it was helping my
teaching methodology. Students also became much more proficient with technology over time
and they appeared to become bored or disinterested in the content I was presenting in class. As I
attempted to realign my teaching methods to elevate interest and participation by the student, the
purpose and content of the class became disorganized and lacked intentional approach.
Another concern that I had was how effective the evaluation methods employed were for
measuring student understanding and use of the information provided. Grades were primarily
based upon participation points, two exams and a group project. These evaluation methods were
not reflective of student abilities and did not allow for assessment of the growth of the students.
Through the PRTP process, I was able to explore student/class comprehension more readily
during the semester and address areas of concern in a more timely matter. This became evident
in the growth observed in figure 3-1, even though it was a short six week exploration.
Successes
A key element of what I felt was successful was the creation of three types of
assignments. The first was a quick reflectance of how much the student could recall, being
graded as completed or not and being of “low-cost” in points but these points accumulated
through the semester. The second type of assignment involved critical thinking and the use of
multiple resources to complete the requirements. These assignments were intentionally graded
for product quality, had higher point value, and allowed for measuring student application of
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knowledge. From these assignments, students learned of the multiple skills required in
managing operations and could identify areas for personal improvement. The last assignment
type was designed to replace a final exam for the course. In these high point projects, students
had to interpret a condition/situation, evaluate, strategize and develop a resolution that was
justified in reasoning.
For the first time I did not have any exams during the course of the semester. I had
become concerned that exams for a course such as this were more of a game on whether the
student understood what I was asking and if I could interpret what they were submitting.
Through having clearly described assignments and expectations, the students become more
engaging, expressed more interest, and appeared to enjoy the course. In addition, students
indicated the value of the content had greater purpose to their future as they could understand the
rationale behind each of the assignments in real-life application.
Planned Improvements
The PRTP resulted in major changes to my approach for this class and is only the
beginning for improvements for the future of this course. The syllabus was redeveloped but
needs to be outcomes clarified, content streamlined, and the grading rubric needs to reflect the
weights given to assignments. I intend to maintain the three point measurement of student
progression using a particular type of assignment but want to write them differently so that the
evaluation process has more similarities but still differs to the student so that they use new and
broadening information. I additionally have concerns of the group project I assign each semester.
It is important to me that students learn to work in groups as that is common in the workplace but
the quality and effort of these projects never seem to reach the level I would expect. I plan to
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more carefully explore how to redesign this specific assignment in the future that provides for
greater insight to the individual student contribution, effort and development of the final product.
Author Reflection
The PRTP process became an eye-opener in identifying the lack of connectivity and
purpose of content when considering this course from the students perspective. This project
expressed the importance of creating instructional clarity and linkages to industry/career use of
this knowledge. I feel that through this process my students will progress with not only an
understanding of the topic but can apply knowledge and have greater confidence in being able to
recall knowledge, investigate the unknown, formulate ideas, apply and direct the future. I plan to
continue to improve this particular course and use the knowledge gained in PRTP to other
courses that I teach.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A – Learning objectives and evaluation matrix for HORT 306.
Learning
Objectives
Memo 1
SWBAT;
describe various
greenhouse
structural designs,
common structural
components and
glazing products
used in the industry,
describe greenhouse
site selection
criteria for
ornamental and
food production,
retail, research,
public and
education structures
outline the
greenhouse
development
process from vision
to construction
provide
recommendations
for optimization of
greenhouse
production areas,
ways to improve
work efficiency,
employee
productivity and
increase business
profitability
characterize the
environment found
within protective
growing structures
and identify
approaches to
altering it to
maximize plant
health and
productivity
compare and
contrast various

Methods &
Activities/
Memo 2

Mechanism for
Student
Evaluation
Memo 2

Analysis of
Student Learning
Memo 3

Reflection on the
Course

Video lecture
Learning guide
GH Analysis
Activity

1. Greenhouse
structure
critique/analysis
summary report
2. Glazing selection
worksheet/responses

1. Summative
analysis report

Use early to
establish student
identification and
recollection. Create
foundational
knowledge.

Video lecture
Learning guide
Research & Tch
Grnhs Tour and
Discussion

3. Situational
response report

3. Summative
analysis report

Worked well as first
in depth project and
exploration of
student ability to
draw on knowledge.

Video lecture
Learning guide

4. Written response
P2. Component of
the final white paper
report

4. Worksheet
responses
P2. Quality of
responses in
targeted area of
white paper report

Not used as a standalone assignment
but part of the group
project- needs
improvement

Video lecture
Learning guide
GH Site Visits
1. Campus GH
2. Lincoln Parks
GH
3. Innovation
Campus
4. Southeast CC GH
5. Commercial GH
Video
Video lecture
Learning guide
GH Site Visit
Analysis Activity &
Discussions
1. Teaching GH
East
2. Lincoln Parks
GH
Video lecture
Learning guide

5-7. Written
response to site
visits (2-3)
8. Bench mapping
& financial returns
assignment
P2. Component of
the final white paper
report
5-7. Written
response to site
visits (2-3)
P1. Situational GH
assessment and
recommendations
report

2. Worksheet
responses

5-7. Details found
in summative
analysis reports
8. Written
summative brief

5-7. Details found
in summative
analysis reports
P1. Situational GH
recommendations
and reasoning

These worked well
as site analysis but
should be limited to
a maximum of four
to prevent student
boredom.

This works well as a
part of the site
assessments and a
component of the
final project.
Continue this.

Calculation activity
for heating works
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environmental
heating, cooling,
ventilation, and
control systems and
determine their
appropriate
applications
evaluate protected
plant growing
structures for
usability and
appropriateness to
intended purpose
formulate
recommendations
for developing, or
the modification of,
protected
environment
growing structures
to create optimal
qualities for
intended use
demonstrate young
plant cultivation
competency through
use of specialized
greenhouse tools
and equipment and
manipulation of the
environment
through
management and
technique

1. In class group
calculation activity
2. In class
reasoning activity

Independent or
group site analysis
activity.

ProjectIndividual or groups
of three of less

Demonstration
Hands-on activities
Group engagement
Individual
experiences

9. Calculation
assignments
10. Situational
reasoning summary
report

5-7. Written
response to site
visits (2-3)
11. Situational
report generation
7. Written response
final site visit
P1. Situational GH
assessment and
recommendations
report
P2. GH Project
Observation and
proficiency
evaluation;
E1. Asexual
methods
E2. Vacuum
seeding
E3. Propagation
chamber
E4. Container filling
E5. Nutrition
calculation
E6. Reading labels
E7. Use of injectors
E8. Spray
equipment
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9. Calculations
falling with
expected parameters
10. Items selected
fall within
parameters
described and
supporting rationale
5-7. Details found
in summative
analysis reports
11. Details found
within Situational
report
7. Written response/
peer reviews
P1. Report content
and quality.
Reviewed by
professional panel.
P2. Quality of
products and
professional panel
review
E1-8. Observation
and feedback sheet
or “one-minute”
summaries

well. The
Innovative HVAC
assignment is good
but needs improved
with better
instructions.
This works well
with site
assessments.
Attempt to do an inperson assignment
in future (Covid-19
prevented)
Works well for final
project but would
like to have a
professional panel
review (Covid-19
prevented)

Students enjoyed
doing this. Plan to
do more with using
specialized tools,
plant manipulation,
and follow-up
evaluation of
quality of effort.
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APPENDIX B – Course Syllabus
HORT 306: Greenhouse Operations and Management
Instructor:
Stacy Adams, Associate Professor of Practice in Horticulture
Office: 166 Keim Hall
Office Phone: 472-2577
Email: sadams1@unl.edu
Office Hours:
M By Appointment
T By Appointment
W 9 am - 4 pm
R None Available
F 8 am - 12 noon
Course Prerequisites:
AGRO 132 or HORT 133 or AGRO/HORT 134 or Life 120
Credit Hours:

3

Hybrid of distance delivered learning modules and in-person engagement sessions.
Course Introduction:
Key concepts include the applications of greenhouses and how they are designed and operated to optimize plant
growth for intended use. Foundational is understanding structural components, styles and site selection/development
to result in a highly functional facility. Since the purpose of a greenhouse is to create an artificial environment,
understanding of the equipment and control systems used to do so and concepts associated with managing plant
growth through manipulation of these environmental tools is important. Users of greenhouses must be aware of
adaptive and assistive tools and equipment for greenhouse specialization and optimization. Through this knowledge,
efficiencies can be employed for profitability, or, for appropriate use by those using the facility for support of
services in a safe and consistently reliable outcome. Greenhouse growers must understand plant production methods
and interactions with, and management of, biotic and abiotic factors that can affect final plant product or outcome.
This is because not only do greenhouses bring benefits to plant production, problems can be exacerbated in this
closed production system.
Greenhouses are a significant investment, both in development and the continued operation thereof. For this reason,
it is important to have the ability to integrate business decision making with choices in greenhouse design, operation,
equipment selection, and production and understand the value of the product to return on investment, either
monetarily or through impacts. This knowledge is important for future horticulture career pathways for owners and
employees to make educated decisions related to development and management of greenhouses.
In-person Engagement Sessions:
Sessions will meet in the Plant Science classroom or other locations as designated through Canvas communication.
•

Sec 150

Thursday

1:00 – 2:50 pm

Room PS 275
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•

Sec 250

Thursday

3:00 – 4:50 pm
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Room PS 275

Student Learning Outcomes:
Upon completion of this course, students will be able to;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

describe various greenhouse structural designs, common structural components and glazing products used in the
industry,
describe greenhouse site selection criteria for ornamental and food production, retail, research, public and
education structures,
outline the greenhouse development process from vision to construction,
provide recommendations for optimization of greenhouse production areas, ways to improve work efficiency,
employee productivity and increase business profitability,
characterize the environment found within protective growing structures and approaches to modifying it for
maximizing plant health and productivity,
compare and contrast various environmental heating, cooling, ventilation, and control systems and determine
their appropriate applications,
evaluate protected plant growing structures for usability and appropriateness to intended purpose,
formulate recommendations for developing, or modification of, protected environment growing structures for
optimal qualities for intended use or for introduction of new crops or production method,
demonstrate young plant cultivation competency through use of specialized greenhouse tools and equipment
and manipulation of the environment through management and technique.

Course Content
The course is taught in a hybrid approach using fourteen online modules for introduction of topics and weekly inperson sessions for engaged learning activities. The following frames semester content, however, may be modified
due to site visit availability or time constraints;
Online Modules
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

Importance of protective and controlled environments for plant production
Greenhouse structural design and nomenclature
Exterior surfaces and glazing materials
Greenhouse planning and development
Growing areas, space utilization, and efficiency
Heating, cooling, and environmental management systems
o Circulation, dehumidification, natural systems
o Calculation of heating and cooling requirements appropriate to production system
o Environmental management equipment
Commercial growing structures and retail units
Teaching, research, and public greenhouses
Light quality and quantity
o Artificial lighting
o photo-regulation
Irrigation and fertigation systems
Growing substrate
o Ingredients and selection criteria
o Pre-formulated potting medium
o Automated mixing and handling systems
Nutrition assessment and fertilizer application methodology
Plant diagnosis and integrated crop management
Situation- Evaluate a commercial greenhouse and provide recommendations

Engaged Learning Sessions (In-person meetings)
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1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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Instruction methodology, student engagement and greenhouse exploration
o Teaching greenhouse site visit
o Introductory component exploration
Purpose, design, siting, and development
o Research greenhouse site visit
o Appropriateness of use exploration
o Activity- Seed and asexual plant propagation tools and methods
Structures, glazing, and interior spaces [Meet OFF- campus]
o Southeast Community College site visit
o Activity- Identification of useable spaces, movement, and efficiency calculation
Environmental control
o Heating, cooling, and ventilation summary
o Glass teaching greenhouse heating/cooling calculation
o Activity- Team recommendations for improvement and expected impacts
Public greenhouse development [Meet OFF- campus]
o Lincoln Parks site visit and engagement with Horticulture Director
o Natural ventilation
o Approach to funding and development
o Evaluation- space utilization and provisions for optimizing plant health
Plant production
o Containers and media
o Transplant condition and transplanting
o Watering equipment and method
o Perennial propagation
o Activity- transplant week 2 projects
Retail growing spaces [Meet OFF-campus]
o Campbell’s 56th and Old Cheney site exploration
o Incorporating production with retail
o Evaluation- productivity and customer friendly design
Research growing spaces [Meet @ Innovation Campus]
o Exploration of greenhouse design and infrastructure for flexibility of research
o Engagement- Development of guidelines and standard operating procedures
Artificial light sources and usage.
o Measure light intensity and quality at varying levels
o Calculate Daily Light Integral and interpret
o Photoperiod and control methods
o Team Greenhouse Project Assignment
Fertilization and irrigation
o Engagement- Calculate amount of fertilizer for fertigation of crops.
o Team Activity- Build irrigation and recovery prototype for a collection of six – nine pots.
Management- finances, employee relations, ethics, diversity.
o Engagement- Marketing concept
Low technology growing structures
Business Management and Marketing Project Introduction
Marketing presentations
Team project presentations

Required Materials:
Laptop computer or other internet accessible device. Notebook or journal book recommended for in-person sessions.
Optional Textbook
Nelson, Paul V. Greenhouse Operation & Management, 7th edition. Upper Saddle River, New Jersey. Pearson
Education, Inc., 2012. ISBN-10: 0-13-243936-0
Attendance Policy:
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Lecture and preparation topics are structured through learning modules in Canvas. The student is required to
complete modules and any assignment by the due date. Late work will not be graded and a zero will be entered for
that assignment. For engaged learning sessions (in-person), attendance is required unless arrangements are made
with the instructor prior to the scheduled session.
Special Policies:
Educational tours are planned during laboratory sessions and are required for student attendance, as well as,
transportation to the Lincoln, NE area location. A grade of zero is given to each missed lab activity or tour meeting.
There may be additional tour opportunities that are offered outside of the set lab meeting time and attendance is
optional. Bonus points are given for attending the optional tours but not attending will have no affect your grade.
Course Assessments:
•
•
•
•

20% Knowledge exams (weeks 4, 8)
30% Weekly assignments a/o reports
20% Greenhouse assessment and recommendations
30% Greenhouse development team proposal
o Written document
o Storyboard, poster, or presentation and supporting information

Grading Scale
A

91 -100%

B

81 – 90%

C

71 – 80%

D

61 – 70%

F

60% and lower

Additional Information:
ADA Statement
Students with disabilities are encouraged to contact the instructor for a confidential discussion of their individual
needs for academic accommodation. It is the policy of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln to provide flexible and
individualized accommodation to students with documented disabilities that may affect their ability to fully
participate in course activities or to meet course requirements. To receive accommodation services, students must be
registered with the Services for Students with Disabilities (SSD) Office, 132 Canfield Administration, 402-472-3787
voice or TTY.
Policy Regarding Academic Dishonesty
Cheating and/or plagiarism will not be tolerated as per the UNL Student Code of Conduct. The Department of
Agronomy and Horticulture Academic Integrity Statement reads as follows:
“Academic integrity is an essential indicator of the student’s ethical standards. For this reason students are expected
to adhere to guidelines concerning academic honesty outlined in Section 4.2 of University’s Student Code of
Conduct, which can be found at http://stuafs.unl.edu/ja/code/three.shtml.Links to an external site. Students are
encouraged to contact the instructor to seek clarification of these guidelines whenever they have questions and/or
potential concerns.”
The following procedures outline the general operations involved with enforcing and appealing academic integrity
(e.g. cheating, plagiarism) violations in courses.
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•

Breaches of academic integrity and their consequences vary considerably, so it is not possible to outline a single
chain of consequences for every situation.

•

Each instructor may impose a consequence(s) for a breach of academic integrity in his/her own course,
consistent with the magnitude of the breach. The consequences may range from reduced credit for a test or
assignment to failure in the course.
If the student feels that the consequence (s) imposed are inappropriate, the student should discuss the matter
first with the instructor within 7 days of the incident.
If the student is still dissatisfied with the consequences imposed, he/she may appeal to the Department Head or
his/her designee within 14 days of the incident.
If the student is dissatisfied with the results of his/her appeal to the Department Head, then he/she may appeal
to the Dean of the College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources within 21 days of the incident.

•
•
•

•

Further appeal may be pursued with the University Judicial Officer as described
in http://stuafs.unl.edu/ja/code/three.shtmlLinks to an external site..

•

The course instructor will inform the student's academic advisor of the final disposition of the breach of
academic integrity within 7 days after the final decision.

Classroom Emergency Preparedness and Response Information
Fire Alarm (or other evacuation): In the event of a fire alarm: Gather belongings (Purse, keys, cellphone, N-Card,
etc.) and use the nearest exit to leave the building. Do not use the elevators. After exiting notify emergency
personnel of the location of persons unable to exit the building. Do not return to building unless told to do so by
emergency personnel.
Tornado Warning: When sirens sound, move to the lowest interior area of building or designated shelter. Stay
away from windows and stay near an inside wall when possible.
Active Shooter: Evacuate! If there is a safe escape path, leave belongings behind, keep hands visible and follow
police officer instructions. Hide out: If evacuation is impossible secure yourself in your space by turning out lights,
closing blinds and barricading doors if possible. Take action: As a last resort, and only when your life is in imminent
danger, attempt to disrupt and/or incapacitate the active shooter.
UNL Alert: Notifications about serious incidents on campus are sent via text message, email, unl.edu website, and
social media. For more information go to:
https://emergency.unl.edu/unlalert/Links to an external site.
Additional Emergency Procedures can be found here:
https://emergency.unl.edu/Links to an external site.
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APPENDIX C – Sample Assignments
Week 2: Greenhouse Structure Assignment
Instructions:
The following image is of a teaching greenhouse that I toured at the University of
Connecticut. Provide an explanation of the greenhouse facility you observe. Describe it such
that you were providing insight to an administrator on this designs style and some of its key
features. Write your summary in a clear and organized manner, using complete sentences.

Week 8: Research Greenhouse Assignment
Instructions:
From the reading information, links provided (found in the engaged learning portal), and in
person tour of NIC greenhouse, provide discussion for the following prompts;
1. In what ways are research greenhouse structures significantly different to that of any other
type of growing structure?
2. Discuss how the greenhouse structural design, covering, floor plan, and access points should
be of consideration when designing a new facility.
3. Discuss how project support differs to traditional plant production methodologies. Consider
items such as utilities (electrical, drainage), water, nutrition.
4. For what reason(s) are controlled environment growing spaces (greenhouses, growth
factories, and grow chambers) of importance to biological research?
5. Summarize any concluding thoughts on the subject.
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Week 15: Final Project- Greenhouse Assessment
Instructions:
The greenhouse assessment project is 20% of the final course grade. This is a virtual exploration
of a greenhouse business that is presently available for sale, as well as, being within reach of any
student within this greenhouse operations and management course.
Your assignment is to read the short advertisement description and carefully explore the images
provided. Consider this investigation either as a potential buyer or as a horticultural business
advisor/extension specialist that would be able to evaluate the greenhouse business as it exists
and any recommendations you would have on the future direction of this business opportunity.
This is your "final" for this course, requiring you to put together what you learned about this
class into a recommendations report.
Expectations
1. Frame what you visually see as the business currently appears.
2. Discuss the greenhouses, structure, condition, spaces and present use
3. Complete a SWOT analysis of the greenhouse operation as you see from the information
provided.
o Strengths
o Weaknesses
o Opportunities
o Threats (these could be internal, such as water quality, electricity, access, etc.)
4. What recommendations would you provide for the future direction/use of this greenhouse
opportunity?
5. Provide any other comments or suggestions you might have.
The following is the listing from Coldwell Banker Incorporated;
BUSINESS FOR SALE
Address: 7948-7950 County Road H, Marshfield, WI 54449
Municipality: Town of Marshfield

•
•
•
•
•

Lot Size: 40 Acres
Main House: built 1920, 2683 sq. ft
Greenhouse: 10,401 sq. ft
Two Sheds: each 40 x 80 (3200 sq. ft)
Sewer: Holding tanks

•
•
•
•
•

Water: 2 wells
Gas: LP
Heat: F/A LP
Taxes: 2017--$7,374.60
Business: Greenhouse/Garden Center

Directions: SE on Veterans Parkway, NE on 4th Street exit, continue on County Road H East, property on
N side of road
Details:
RETAIL GREENHOUSE BUSINESS, AGRICULTURAL LAND AND TWO HOMES FOR SALE:
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This family owned retail greenhouse business was established in 1947. The business currently produces
high quality annuals, specializing in unique container plantings and special orders. Planting season begins
in February and opens for retail sales in April until the end of June.
The business has greenhouses totaling 8,000 sq. ft with new heating. A garden/gift shop, two wells,
equipment, storefront and two 40 x 80 machine sheds are included in the price. All of this is situated on 40
beautiful acres.20 acres are currently rented for crop farming. There are many possibilities for this amazing
property including, expanding to a year round garden center, potential greenhouse expansion, organic
farming, farmers market, landscaping business, orchards, winery, wedding venue, floral, just to name a few!
This property is a must see!

Running Head: GREENHOUSE MANAGEMENT PORTFOLIO
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APPENDIX D – Product Grading Example
Assignment response samples comparing responses between three students and showing
progression during the semester. Highlighted information is useful to interpret students ability
to identify components and features, as well as, interpret condition and purpose to value of area
of inquiry.
Student

A

B

C

End of
Semester
Evaluation

Progressing

Satisfactory

Skilled

WK 2 First Assignment
Greenhouse Structure

WK 8 Mid-semester Assignment
Research Greenhouse

WK 15 Final Project
Greenhouse Assessment

Assignment was submitted
18 days late.
“This is the open roof
Venlo greenhouse. This
style of greenhouse is a
great option for mass
production or commercial
use but is still often used
for educational purposes.
With the vents on top of
the building it also you to
open the greenhouse up
and release all the heat.”
“The structure pictured is
a gutter connected gable
style greenhouse with an
open roof design. This
open roof design provides
optional ventilation and
increased air flow.
Because the style is a
gutter connected gable,
we can add additional
houses if needed at these
gutter points.”

“When designing and building a
new greenhouse it is important
to be thinking of what the
purpose of the greenhouse is,
your budget and the needs of
those using the facility. So if you
were designing a research
facility designing the building to
where biosecurity would be a
more simple task would be
ideal.”

“The greenhouses are a hoop design
structure with a double layer
polyethylene covering. This type of
covering is flexible and affordable so it
is a great option for these
greenhouses.”

“Structural design in the context
of planning ahead is important
for future growth of the facility.
Planning for this growth will
same time and money when the
means are available to add
houses onto an already
functioning greenhouse. We
saw at innovation many empty
structural spaces, pipes, and
doors prepped and ready for
new houses to be attached to
them when the time comes.”

“This greenhouse at the
University of Connecticut
is a gutter-connected
gable style greenhouse.”
“At each ridge of the
structure there are ridge
vents, being hinged at the
peak. These vents allow
for natural ventilation,
saving on heating costs.
However, opening these
vents can introduce pests
or disease to the plants
being grown inside the
greenhouse. Additionally,
there are ventilation fans
on the sidewalls of the
structure. These are used
for cooling off the
greenhouse.”

“The research greenhouse had
a much more controlled
environment: screened roof
openings (to prevent pests from
entering the greenhouse),
filtered ventilation, controlled
humidity (misting system).”
“Structural design, floor plan,
and access points greatly affect
the amount of interior space that
can be used for growing plant
material, prep areas, and room
for workers to work or transport
material. The covering of the
greenhouse mostly affects what
plant material can be grown in
the greenhouse (light
infiltration), as well as the
cooling and heating needed to
moderate the interior
temperature and humidity.”

“There are three hoop house
greenhouses gutter-connected with a
two self-standing hoop house by the
retail front. There could also be up to
two additional houses, although the
pictures are unclear. The houses have
a wood frame and three feet between
purlins. There appears to be raised
benches on the inside and room for
retail sale on the outside. You can
freely move from GH to GH because
there is no wall dividing all three, this
is maximizing hanging plant space as
you can see many plants hung on the
support beams connecting the houses.
This leaves room for expansion.”
There is a greenhouse range
consisting of three gutter-connected
raised hoopstyle greenhouses. This
range is visually appealing for
customers and could serve well as
retail space where customers can look
through available plant material. The
range appears to have acrylic or
polycarbonate end and side walls and
polyethylene roofing. The roof raises
concern about snow load during the
winter.”
“The range appears to have exhaust
fans, circulation fans (for both heating
and cooling), and heaters. The exterior
and interior need to be cleaned and it
is unclear how well the facility
has been maintained.”
“There are two more greenhouses that
are stand alone and are hoopstyle
greenhouses. They appear to be
covered in polyethylene. There are no
signs of vents or heating, but it is hard
to tell from the photos.”
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APPENDIX E – Example of higher order learning assignment and student product.

Determination of Plant Unit Cost
Retail growers often just assign a selling price on a plant based upon what they perceive as the amount their buying
public will pay. A better approach is to know the costs associated with producing your plants and determining what
your profits should be set on an item or the collective crop.
From the following information, determine the cost of producing 6" Rocky Mountain Red Geraniums in your
greenhouse during the production period of February 1 through June 15.

•
•
•

Area- 1000 ft2 of actual growing space on benches (differs from total floor space of 1,440 ft2)
Utilities- Energy costs for the growing space inclusive of February 1 through June 15 = $984
Labor- cost of providing labor inclusive of all products within this structure from February 1 through June 15 =
$5,400

•
•

Plant Starts- Rooted plant liner costs for selected plants -> AR Invoice_99696_20200228_15314PM.pdf
Pots available through Greenhouse Megastore ->https://www.greenhousemegastore.com/containers-trays/plantpots/
Potting soil need calculator -> https://www.omnicalculator.com/other/potting-soil-calculator This tool allows you
to plug in the height and diameter of the pot (identify inches or centimeters) and the number you intend to
fill. You'll get an answer in what ever unit you desire (pick one- I prefer cubic feet as that is what potting soil is
typically sold in).
Potting soil cost -> $14.95 per 3 ft3 bag
Fertilizer and Chemicals- for production season of all materials within the greenhouse - $272
Target Profit- for all crops over cost of production - $6,000

•

•
•
•

For the following questions, show your work and support decisions made.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Determine the cost of growing 1 geranium plant in a 6" pot (a 6" pot requires 1 ft 2 growing space)
Determine the cost of growing 100 geraniums. What percentage of your usable space was used to do this?
What would you suggest to be the retail cost be for 1 geranium? Support your reasoning.
How does your cost align with that identified by the USDA Floriculture Survey (use the following document,
explore page 27 and use Colorado as the predictor for that in NE -> 2018 Hort Crops Summary.pdf )

XXXXXXXX
Greenhouse Management
Professor Adams
Determination of Unit Cost
3 April 2020
For this exercise I divided all the costs (shipping, utilities, labor, fertilizer & chemicals) by the total amount of
units received in the invoice. I also tried the pots in two different scenarios: the first was 10 pack of standard 6” for
100 pots, and the second was the bulk pack of 440 pots because I assumed the same pots could be used for other
items from the invoice (https://www.greenhousemegastore.com/containers-trays/plant-pots/standard-roundpots?returnurl=%2fcontainers-trays%2fplant-pots%2f). For the answers to the questions, I’ll describe scenario 1 for
the pots.
Shipping: $300/951 total units = $0.33 per unit
Utilities: $948/951 = $1.04 per unit
Labor: $5,400/951 = $5.68 per unit
Pots per unit for 100 pots in 10 packs: $62.89/100 = $0.63 per unit
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Pots per unit for 440 pots as a case: $189.99/440 = $0.43 per unit
Fertilizer and Chemicals: $272/951 = $0.29 per unit
Potting Soil: $14.95 per 3 cubic feet/ 0.1 cubic feet per pot = $0.50 per unit
(Here I rounded some to make the math easier. I got .094 cubic feet per pot from the calculator)
Cost per Unit Plants: $0.91 (from the invoice; also rounded)
Total cost of production for one 6” geranium pot (scenario 1) = $9.09
Total cost of production for one 6” geranium pot (scenario 2) = $8.89
Target Profit for all crops: $6,000/951 = $6.31 per unit
1. Determine the cost of growing 1 geranium plant in a 6” pot.
•
Each unit would cost $9.09 to produce.
2. Determine the cost of growing 100 geraniums. What percentage of usable space was used to do this?
•
100 x $9.09 = $909 total. The percentage of usable space used was 10%.
3. What would you suggest to be the retail cost for 1 geranium?
•
I’m not sure what all the other plants listed go for in the retail market, but they all appeared to be bedding
plants. If I were to divide the target profit evenly among all crops, the suggested retail should be $15.40. I
think that number is far too high. I would aim to sell each pot for $12 instead, and I hope that some of the
crops are worth more. I would feel comfortable paying $12 for a potted geranium that would last me through
the end of the year that was in a solid pot (I chose plastic, glossy pots for this reason). I also assumed that
each plant would use the same amount of time, fertilizer, etc, and this assumption could be incorrect. I’ve
grown some geraniums, and they’ve been low maintenance plants. Mine weren’t destined for a retail market
though.
4. How does your cost align with that identified by the USDA Floriculture Survey?

•

The number I found in the USDA survey was $7.92 average. My price is significantly higher. The cut off for
the survey was 5” or larger, so the 6” is close to that mark. Perhaps some of my assumptions were
misguided, and the cost per unit ratio would be different. The cost of living in Colorado is higher, so I
assume that other goods are higher priced, and that makes me concerned that $12 is way off the mark for
the geraniums in Nebraska. I would love to see your calculations for the cost per unit from all of this, and I
should admit, math is not my strongest subject

